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PROGRAMMABLE ON-CHIP DAMPING
COEFFICIENT FOR CMOS FILTER
CIRCUITS THAT GIVES FASTER LOCKUP
TIMES AND LOWER J ITTER IN PHASE
LOCK LOOP CIRCUITS

The temperature variation in the resistor is not addressed by
laser trimming procedures. Therefore, even With laser
trimmed circuits, the system performance of that circuit Will

vary Widely With changes in temperature. This variation
often forces the loop ?lter of a phase lock loop off the chip
in order to meet design requirements. The off-chip design
signi?cantly increases the cost of the phase lock loop and the
degree of poWer consumption.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related in part to co-pending US.

A need therefore exists for a circuit design and associated

patent application Ser. No. 09/252,641, entitled, A Looped

method of manufacturing on-chip loop ?lters that are Within

Circuit And Associated Method For Controlling The Rela
tionship BetWeen Current And Capacitance In CMOS And
BICMOS Circuit Design, the disclosure of Which is incor

eXact performance parameters that remain stable across both

process and temperature, thereby decreasing the lock-in time
and improving the bit error rate in data recovery circuits

porated into this application by reference.
REFERENCE TO DOCUMENT DISCLOSURE
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The matter in this application corresponds to the matter
contained in Disclosure Document 446,511, ?led Oct. 26,
1998, Wherein this application assumes the priority date of
that document.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An improved loop ?lter device for use in a phase lock

loop that improves lock-in time and cycle-to-cycle jitter in
the phase lock loop. The loop ?lter is used in a phase lock
loop circuit having a phase frequency detector, a charge

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

1) Field of the Invention
In general, the present invention relates to the design and

manufacture of circuits containing phase lock loops. More

pump, a voltage controlled oscillator and a divider. The loop
?lter has a ?rst capacitor With a ?rst side and a second side,
25

Wherein the ?rst side of the ?rst capacitor is coupled to the

output of the charge pump and the input of the voltage

particularly, the present invention relates to the circuit
design of CMOS and BICMOS circuits that contain phase

controlled oscillator. A CMOS sWitch is coupled to the
second side of the ?rst capacitor, Wherein the CMOS sWitch
is selectively operable betWeen an open condition and a
closed condition. At least one second capacitor is coupled in

lock loops With on-chip loop ?lters.
2) Description of the Prior Art
In the prior art record, there are many phase lock loop

parallel With said sWitch, Wherein the ?rst capacitor is joined

circuits that are manufactured using CMOS and BICMOS
manufacturing processes. The uses of CMOS and BICMOS

manufacturing processes have many knoWn advantages and
disadvantages. Among the disadvantages is the inability to
manufacture precision components With highly accurate
absolute values. In many circuit designs, the circuit is
engineered so that only the ratio of components needs to be

used in many types of data storage and communication
systems. This need is met by the present invention as
described and claimed beloW.

in series With said at least one second capacitor When the
35

CMOS switch is in its open condition. The operation of the
CMOS sWitch is controlled by the output of the phase
frequency detector or some other dynamic loop parameter
that is indicative of a phase of frequency error.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

accurate. In this manner, the importance of the accuracy of
any one component is minimized. HoWever, in design of the
‘Loop Filter’ in a phase lock loop, there is often a single
resistor. It is highly desirable to manufacturer this resistor

For a better understanding of the present invention, ref
erence is made to the folloWing description of eXemplary
embodiments thereof, considered in conjunction With the

on-chip. By manufacturing the resistor on-chip, an eXternal

accompanying draWings, in Which:

component is eliminated and the poWer can be reduced. The
reduction in poWer results from the fact that currents can be 45
loWered because the parasitic effects are much reduced With

lock loop circuit;

the resistor on-chip. HoWever, if this resistor is manufac

in accordance With the present invention;

FIG. 1 is a schematic of a prior art second-order phase

FIG. 2 is a schematic of a second-order phase lock loop

tured using a CMOS or a BICMOS process, the variation in

FIG. 3 is a schematic of an alternate embodiment of a

this resistor can be on the order of +/—50% or more over

second-order phase lock loop in accordance With the present
invention; and

process and temperature. This is problematic because both
the lock up time and the jitter of a phase lock loop are

FIG. 4 is a schematic of a time pulse generator for use in

functions of the process and the temperature. This causes
system performance to vary from manufactured lot to manu
factured lot, and Within each lot the system Will vary as a

function of temperature.
Acommon practice in CMOS and BICMOS processing is

a second-order phase lock loop.

55

to laser trim the resistors used Within a circuit to the values

needed. This results in a precise resistor value Within the

circuit. Laser trimming is a time consuming and expensive
process. In addition, the trimming process does not com
pensate for the change in resistor value that occurs When the

temperature of the resistor changes. Changes in temperature
can cause a CMOS resistor value to vary by +/—50%.

Most, if not all, of the eXisting techniques for incorpo
rating an on-chip CMOS resistor into the loop ?lter of a
phase lock loop, results in either process variation in the

resistor or additional manufacturing using laser trimming.

65

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

It is Well knoW in the industry that the damping coef?cient
“Q” Zeta, in a second-order phase lock loop, has a dominant
effect on the lock-up time and jitter of that phase lock loop.
Referring to FIG. 1, a typical prior art second-order phase
lock loop circuit 10 is shoWn. The phase lock loop circuit 10
contains a phase frequency detector 12, Wherein the phase
frequency detector 12 has tWo inputs and tWo outputs. One
of the inputs to phase frequency detector 12 is a reference
clock or data signal. The other input of the phase frequency
detector 12 is coupled to the output of a divider 14. The input
to divider 14 is, in turn, connected to the output of a voltage

controlled oscillator (VCO) 16.

US 6,433,596 B1
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pump 34. The other input to the OR gate 52 is connected to
the doWn output of the phase frequency detector 32 and to

The VCO 16 is connected to a charge pump 18. The VCO

16 is also connected to a loop ?lter 20. As is typical in prior
art phase lock loop designs, the loop ?lter 20 contains a
capacitor 22 joined in series With a resistor 24. One side of
the capacitor 22 connects to the VCO 16 and the charge
pump 18. The other side of the capacitor 22 is connected to
the resistor 24, Wherein the resistor 24 is coupled to ground.
In operation, the phase and frequency of the signals on the
inputs to the phase frequency detector 12 determine hoW the
charge pump 18 charges the capacitor 22. For the circuit in

FIG. 1, it is Well knoWn that the damping coef?cient (Zeta)

the doWn input of the charge pump 34.

As has been previously mentioned, the phase frequency
detector 32 has an up output and a doWn output. If either of

these outputs is high, the “OR” gate 52 Will be high. When
the “OR” gate 52 goes high, it triggers the time pulse
generator 48 and causes the time pulse generator 48 to

output a timing pulse of Width “tW”. The timing pulse ‘tW’
10

is given by:

Will be described in detail later in this document. The output

of the time pulse generator 48 is normally high. When the
time pulse generator 48 outputs a timing pulse “tW”, its
output goes loW for a time equal to “tW”. When the output

of the time pulse generator 48 is high, the CMOS sWitch 46
15

Where Zeta, de?ned from FIG. 1, is a function of the

elements in the above equation. The quantity Kv is the gain

either output of the phase frequency detector 32 goes high,

of the VCO 16. “I” is the output current of the charge pump
18, and N is the value at Which the divider 14 is set to divide.
It is Well knoWn in the industry that the above equation is not
constant across process and temperature and therefore
causes the phase lock loops to be very dif?cult to manufac
ture entirely in a CMOS process.
The present invention sets forth a circuit design and

the time pulse generator 48 Will initiate the output of a loW

timing pulse “tW”. When the output of the time pulse
generator “tW” is loW, the CMOS sWitch 46 is in a high
impedance state. This puts the ?rst capacitor 42 in series
25

associated method of manufacturing loop ?lters used in
phase lock loops that alloWs precise control of the damping

coef?cient (Zeta) in phase lock loops. As such, the present
invention improves the lock-up time and decreases the jitter
in phase lock loops. Furthermore, the damping coef?cient

With the second capacitor 44. The effective capacitance
betWeen the output of the charge pump 34 and the reference
voltage source 50 is the series combination of the ?rst
capacitor 42 and the second capacitor 44.
The output of the time pulse generator 48 goes loW just
before the charge pump 34 starts to output current to the
series combination of the ?rst capacitor 42 and the second

(Zeta) canube programmed to a neW value to improve the bit
error rate Without losing lock. Whatever value of the damp

ing coef?cient (Zeta) is programmed, it Will be held constant
independent of process and temperature. The act of pro
gramming a neW value of the damping coefficient (Zeta)
does not cause jitter in the phase lock loop, eXcept as the
phase lock loop is affected With a neW value for the damping

is in a loW impedance state and the second capacitor 44 is
effectively shorted out of the loop ?lter circuit 40. Both sides
of the second capacitor 44 are connected to the reference
voltage source 50 through a loW impedance DC path. When

35

coef?cient (Zeta).

capacitor 44. The second capacitor 44 is typically on the
order of 1/15 the siZe of the ?rst capacitor 42, hoWever other
siZed capacitors can also be used. When the charge pump 34
is supplying current, and the CMOS sWitch 46 is in a high
impedance state, the voltage on the ?rst capacitor 42 is
increasing much more rapidly than When the CMOS sWitch
46 is in a loW impedance state. The time period “tW” for
Which the CMOS sWitch 46 is in a high impedance state is

given by:

Referring to FIG. 2, a schematic of a second-order phase
lock loop circuit 30 is shoWn in accordance With the present

invention. The phase lock loop circuit 30 has a phase
frequency detector 32, charge pump 34, VCO 36 and divider
38, as did the prior art phase lock loop of FIG. 1. The phase
frequency detector 32 has an up output and a doWn output,
both of Which are coupled to the charge pump 34. The phase
frequency detector 32 also has tWo inputs. One of the inputs
to the phase frequency detector 32 is a timing clock or data

45

Where t is a ?Xed time and ‘tp’ is the time that the output of
the “OR” gate 52 is high. The ?Xed time “t” should be less
than the maXimum period of either of the signals that are

signal. The other input of the phase frequency detector 32 is

connected to the input of the phase frequency detector 32.
The value of the second capacitor 44 is then determined by:

coupled to the output of the divider 38. The input to the
divider 38 is connected to the output of the VCO 36. The
input to the VCO 36 is, in turn, connected to a improved loop
?lter 40. The improved loop ?lter 40 contains a ?rst capaci

As the second capacitor 44 is made larger, the dynamic
range required by the charge pump 34 is reduced. The

tor 42, a second capacitor 44, a CMOS sWitch 46, a time
pulse generator 48 and a reference voltage source 50.
The ?rst capacitor 42 is coupled to the output of the
charge pump 34 and the input of the VCO 36. The ?rst
capacitor 42 is connected to one side of the CMOS sWitch
46 and to one side of a second capacitor 44. The other side
of the CMOS sWitch 46 is connected to the reference voltage
source 50 and to the opposite side of the second capacitor 44.
The reference voltage source 50 is connected to ground.
The gate of the CMOS sWitch 46 is connected to the time

damping coefficient (Zeta) in this invention is given by:
55

The coefficient before the square root in the last equation no

longer depends on resistance (R) and the error in the ?rst
capacitor 42 has been transformed into the error in the ratio

of the ?rst capacitor 42 divided by the second capacitor 44.
The ratio of similar capacitors can be held to very tight

pulse generator 48. The time pulse generator 48 produces an
output time pulse “tW”. The input to the time pulse generator
48 is connected to the output of an OR gate 52. One of the
inputs to the OR gate 52 is connected to the up output of the

phase frequency detector 32 and to the up input of the charge

ZMC2C3KVNI
””’ = C—1
C2 * T
2 *S‘IIT(—KV
27rN>l<C1 )
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tolerances. When the phase lock loop 30 is in lock, the
damping coef?cient (Zeta) depends linearly on the ?Xed
time “t”, because “tp/2” is very small. This alloWs the

damping coef?cient (Zeta) to be adjusted linearly by chang
ing the ?Xed time “t”, as Will be later described.

US 6,433,596 B1
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An alternate method of changing the damping coef?cient
(Zeta) is to replace the second capacitor 44 With parallel

digital to analog converter 80 is connected to the negative
input of the comparator 70. The Qbar output of the non
overlapping pulse generator 68 is connected to the gate of

capacitors. A simple four bit parallel combination of capaci
tors can give a 16 to 1 range change in the damping

the ?rst CMOS sWitch 72. The ?rst CMOS sWitch 72 has its

coef?cient (Zeta).

source connected to the drain of the second current source 66

Referring to FIG. 3, an alternate embodiment of a second

and to one side of the third CMOS sWitch 76. The time pulse

order phase lock loop circuit 60 is shoWn. The phase lock

generator 48 generates a time pulse Width that approximates
“tW” as described above by the equation:

loop circuit 60 is identical to the circuit shoWn in FIG. 2,

except a bias voltage (Vbias) is supplied to both the charge
pump 34 and time pulse generator 48. Since the circuit
embodiments of FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 share many similar
components, the reference numbers that Were used in

describing the circuit of FIG. 2 Will again be used to describe
like components in the circuit of FIG. 3.

The bias voltage (Vbias) received by the charge pump 34
and the time pulse generator 48, is generated by an external

15

circuit. The speci?cs of that external circuit are described

and claimed in co-pending US. patent application Ser. No.
09/252,641, entitled, A Looped Circuit And Associated
Method For Controlling The Relationship BetWeen Current
And Capacitance In CMOS and BiCMOS Circuit Design,
Which has already been incorporated into this speci?cation
by reference.
The value of the bias voltage (Vbias) is used to hold the
ratio of the charge pump current to capacitance constant
across process and temperature. In FIG. 3, the bias voltage
(Vbias) is an input to the time pulse generator 48. The bias
voltage (Vbias) is also an input to the charge pump 34 Where

alloWs the current from the ?rst current source 64 to start

charging the capacitor 78. This causes the voltage of the
capacitor 78 to start ramping.

The trigger pulse 71 goes into the non-overlapping pulse
generator 68. The rising edge of the trigger pulse 71 initiates
the non-overlapping pulse generator 68, as is Well knoWn in

the industry. The non-overlapping pulse generator 68 has
tWo outputs. The shorter pulse of the non-overlapping pulse
25

go into a high impedance state slightly before the third

of the current mirrors used in the circuit that produces the

CMOS sWitch 76 goes into a loW impedance state. When the

bias voltage. Accordingly, by using common scaling tech

trigger pulse 71 drops back to a loW state, the third CMOS
sWitch 76 goes into a high impedance state slightly before

niques for CMOS transistors, current sources and capacitors,

the damping coef?cient (Zeta) depends only on the ratio of
capacitors, a reference frequency, and a reference voltage.
In FIG. 3, the bias voltage (Vbias) is received by the time
35

of the time pulse generator 48 is shoWn. The time pulse
generator 48 uses the bias voltage (Vbias) to generate

the ?rst CMOS sWitch 72 goes into a loW impedance state.
This process directs the current from the second current
source 66, through the third CMOS sWitch 76, to the
capacitor 78. The current from the second current source 66
adds charge to the capacitor 78 to reduce the ?xed time “t”

it takes to charge the capacitor 78 from ground to the

precise time Width pulses “tW” in typical CMOS processing,
independent of process variations and temperature. The time
pulse generator 48 includes a D-?ip-?op 62, tWo current
sources 64, 66, a non-overlapping pulse generator 68, a
comparator 70 and three CMOS sWitches 72, 74, 76.
The D-?ip-?op 62 has its “D” input connected to a high
signal “HI”. The D-?ip-?op 62 also has its clock input
“CLK” connected to a trigger signal 71 and to the input of
the non-overlapping pulse generator 68. The non

generator 68 is applied to the gate of the third CMOS sWitch
76. The longer pulse Width is applied to the gate of the ?rst
CMOS sWitch 72. This causes the ?rst CMOS sWitch 72 to

it is used to bias the current mirrors that are a scaled version

pulse generator 48. Referring noW to FIG. 4, an embodiment

The time pulse “tW” is initiated from a rising edge on the
trigger pulse 71 in FIG. 4, Which causes the Qbar output of
the D-?ip-?op 62 to transition to the loW state. This puts the
second CMOS sWitch 74 into a high impedance state and

reference voltage (Vref) by approximately tp/2.
As has been previously explained, the time “t” in the

above equation is readily given by:
Where C1 is a scaled version of the ?rst capacitor 42 (FIG.
3) used in the phase lock loop, and the current “I” is
45

generated from the ?rst current source 64. The ?rst current
source 64 is a scaled version of the current source used to

overlapping pulse generator 68 generates a Q output. The Q

generate “I” in the external circuit that produces the bias

output is connected to the gate of a ?rst CMOS sWitch 72.

voltage (Vbias).

The positive clear input “CLR” of the D-?op-?op 62 is
connected to the output of the comparator 70. The Q bar
output “~Q” of the D-?op-?op 62 is connected to the gate of
a second CMOS sWitch 74 and to the output pulse “tW”. The

bias voltage (Vbias) is connected to the control voltage of
both the ?rst current source 64 and the second current source
66. The ?rst current source 64 has its source connected to 55
VDD. The drain of the ?rst current source 64 is connected

to the drain of the second CMOS sWitch 74. The drain of the
?rst current source 64 also leads to one side of a capacitor

78, the drain of the third CMOS sWitch 76 and to the positive

input of the comparator 70.

The voltage on the capacitor 78 is initially at ground but
it starts charging When the rising edge of a trigger pulse 71
is received. The capacitor 78 continues to charge until the
voltage on capacitor 78 reaches the reference voltage (Vref).
At this point, the output of the comparator goes high and
clears the D-?ip-?op, Which forces “tW” high. The output of
the programmable digital to analog converter 80 is the
reference voltage, Which supplies the voltage for the nega
tive input to the comparator 70. The voltage from the
programmable digital to analog converter 80 typically is
generated from an on-chip band gap reference. The total
current charging the capacitor 78 is in general the sum of tWo

The second current source 66 also has its source con
currents. The ?rst current is from the ?rst current source 64
nected to VDD. The drain of the second current source 66 is
and is used to generate the ?xed time “t”. The second current
connected to the drain of the ?rst CMOS sWitch 72. The
is from the second current source 66. The second current
drain of the second current source 66 also is connected to
source 66 is designed to approximately reduce the pulse
one side of the third CMOS sWitch 76.
65 Width “tW” by tp/2.
A programmable digital to analog converter 80 is also
There are many techniques for reducing the Width of a

provided. The voltage output (Vref) of the programmable

timing pulse. An approximation that is satisfactory is to scale

US 6,433,596 B1
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the current from the second current source 66 so that it

3. The device according to claim 1, Wherein said prede
termined time period is a ?xed time period.
4. The device according to claim 1, Wherein said prede

Would charge the capacitor 78 to the reference voltage (Vref)
in the nominal period of the input clock. This value of
current for the second current source 66 is given by:

termined time period is a ?xed time period minus a variable
5

I=C *Vref/ (NOMINAL PERIOD)

5. The device according to claim 1, Wherein said variable

time period is controlled by the phase frequency detector.
6. A phase lock loop circuit, comprising:

If the ?xed time “t” Was chosen to be equal to the nominal
period then the ?rst and second current sources Will be
identical. The current from the second current source 66 is

a phase frequency detector having an output;
a charge pump coupled to said output of said phase

summed for the time that the input line trigger pulse 71 is
high. The additional current summed in the capacitor 78

frequency detector;

causes the time the output “tW” is loW to be reduced by

a voltage controlled oscillator coupled to said charge

approximately tp/2.
The circuit in FIG. 4 can be simpli?ed if desired by
removing the second current source 66, the ?rst CMOS
sWitch 72, the second CMOS sWitch 74, and the non

15

Width ‘tW’ that is equal to a ?xed time t. This time as shoWn

a sWitch coupled to said second side of said ?rst capacitor,
Wherein said sWitch is selectively operable betWeen an
open condition and a closed condition;
at least one second capacitor coupled in parallel With said

by a previous equation depends on the ?rst current source

64, the programmable digital to analog converter output and
the capacitor 78. The damping coefficient (Zeta) can be

easily programmed, by programming either the ?rst current

sWitch, Wherein said ?rst capacitor is joined in series

source 64 or the reference voltage. This reprogramming can

With said at least one second capacitor When said
25

bit error rate.

pulse generator; and
a comparator coupled to said output of said phase fre
quency detector, Wherein said comparator controls said

time pulse generator.
35

7. The circuit according to claim 6, further including a
reference voltage source, Wherein said second side of said
?rst capacitor is directly coupled to said reference voltage
source When said sWitch is in said closed condition.

8. The circuit according to claim 6, Wherein said time
pulse generator generates a pulse of a predetermined time
period and said sWitch changes from said open condition to

invention. A person skilled in the art can therefore make
numerous alterations and modi?cations to the shoWn

embodiment utiliZing functionally equivalent components

said closed condition during said predetermined time period.
9. The circuit according to claim 8, Wherein said prede

and circuit layouts to those shoWn and described. All such
modi?cations are intended to be included Within the scope of

termined time period is a ?xed time period.
10. The circuit according to claim 8, Wherein said prede
termined time period is a ?xed time period minus a variable

the present invention as de?ned by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. In phase lock loop circuit having a phase frequency

time period.

detector, a charge pump and a voltage controlled oscillator,

11. The circuit according to claim 10, Wherein said

an improved loop ?lter device, comprising:

variable time period is controlled by said phase frequency

a ?rst capacitor having a ?rst side and a second side,

detector.

Wherein said ?rst side is coupled to both said charge
pump and said voltage controlled oscillator;
a sWitch coupled to said second side of said ?rst capacitor,
Wherein said sWitch is selectively operable betWeen an

12. In a phase lock loop having a phase frequency
detector, a charge pump, and a voltage controlled oscillator,
a method of producing a loop ?lter that improves the

performance of the phase lock loop, comprising the steps of:

open condition and a closed condition;

a time pulse generator coupled to said sWitch, Wherein
said time pulse generator generates a pulse of a prede
termined time period and said sWitch changes from said
open condition to said closed condition during said

sWitch is in said open condition;

a timing pulse generator coupled to said sWitch, Wherein
said sWitch is selectively controlled by said timing

The capacitors and current sources may be replaced With
programmable capacitors and current sources if greater
?exibility is desired. The invention disclosed here is very
?exible. There is great range of ?xed and variable times that
may be used to control the second CMOS sWitch 74. There
are many Ways to make the basic invention presented here
programmable. There are many digital circuits that could be

implemented to generate the timing pulse tW that Would
perform Well. It Will be understood that the speci?cs of the
embodiments of the present invention described above illus
trates only a feW exemplary embodiments of the present

Pump;
a ?rst capacitor having a ?rst side and a second side,

Wherein said ?rst side is coupled to both said charge
pump and said voltage controlled oscillator;

overlapping pulse generator 68. This Will result in a pulse

be done While the phase lock loop is in lock, to minimiZe the

time period.
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providing a ?rst capacitor;
providing a second capacitor;
providing a sWitch that selectively connects said ?rst

capacitor and said second capacitor in series;

comparing output signals from said phase frequency

predetermined time period; and

detector and producing a trigger signal When predeter

at least one second capacitor coupled in parallel With said
sWitch, Wherein said ?rst capacitor is joined in series

mined comparator criteria are met;

With said at least one second capacitor When said
sWitch is in said open condition.

generating a time pulse signal When said predetermined

2. The device according to claim 1, further including a
reference voltage source, Wherein said second side of said

selectively controlling said sWitch With said time pulse

?rst capacitor is directly coupled to said reference voltage
source When said sWitch is in said closed condition.

comparator criteria are met; and
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signal.

